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Abstract—One of the major applications of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) is the navigation service for emergency evacuation, the

goal of which is to assist people in escaping from a hazardous region safely and quickly when an emergency occurs. Most existing

solutions focus on finding the safest path for each person, while ignoring possible large detours and congestions caused by plenty of

people rushing to the exit. In this paper, we present CANS, a Congestion-Adaptive and small stretch emergency Navigation algorithm

with WSNs. Specifically, CANS leverages the idea of level set method to track the evolution of the exit and the boundary of the

hazardous area, so that people nearby the hazardous area achieve a mild congestion at the cost of a slight detour, while people distant

from the danger avoid unnecessary detours. CANS also considers the situation in the event of emergency dynamics by incorporating a

local yet simple status updating scheme. To the best of our knowledge, CANS is the first WSN-assisted emergency navigation

algorithm achieving both mild congestion and small stretch, where all operations are in-situ carried out by cyber-physical interactions

among people and sensor nodes. CANS does not require location information, nor the reliance on any particular communication

model. It is also distributed and scalable to the size of the network with limited storage on each node. Both experiments and simulations

validate the effectiveness and efficiency of CANS.

Index Terms—Emergency navigation, WSN-assisted, congestion-adaptive, small stretch, level set method

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

RECENT advances in wireless sensor network (WSN)
technologies provide us the ability of pervasive usage

of sensors widely deployed over the fields of interest [1],
[2]. While most earlier works are designed principally for
intensive sensor data collection to monitor the physical
environment, increasing interests are arousing in exploring
the possibility of in-situ interactions between people and
their physical environment [3], [4], [5], which could signifi-
cantly expand the capability and usability of WSNs.

One important application of such in-situ interactions
is WSN-assisted emergency navigation [6], [7], where the
WSN infrastructure is utilized as a cyber-physical system.
In this mobile environment, the internal users are
equipped with PDAs or smart phones that can talk with
the sensors [4], [8]. When emergency occurs, the WSN
explores the emergent field and provides necessary guid-
ance information to users, so that users can be guided to
move out of a hazardous region through ubiquitous inter-
actions with sensors.

At a first glance, one may have thought of a trivial usage
of traditional packet routing protocols for guiding naviga-
tion. However, there are several inherent features of emer-
gency navigation that significantly distinguish itself from

packet routing schemes. Firstly, the navigation of human
beings seeks for a safe-critical path, other than packet loss
or energy efficiency which is the first priority as in packet
routing. Note that here the safety of a path not only means
to be far away from a hazardous area, but also refers to mild
congestion, less detour as well as fast reaction to an emer-
gency. Secondly, human navigation consumes much more
time than traditional packet routing process, due to the lim-
ited movement speed of people. While during one packet
delivery process the network is often considered static,
human navigation in contrast deals with emergency
dynamics almost all along the guiding process. As such, we
cannot simply borrow existing packet routing schemes for
emergency navigation with WSNs.

A diversity of specifically designed solutions for emer-
gency navigation with WSNs has been proposed. Earlier
approaches [6], [8], [9], [10] rely on either exhaustive net-
work-wide flooding or the availability of location informa-
tion on each sensor/user. The followup studies [4], [11],
[12], [13] release the requirement of location information,
and begin to consider the impact of variations of dangerous
areas, which greatly enhance their applicability to more
practical scenarios. Most if not all of these location-free
methods seek for a global topological structure embedded
in the network as the public infrastructure, through which
different users can be safely guided to the exit and avoid
unnecessary overhead of individually path planning. How-
ever, these methods neglect the underlying congestion and
detour problems [3], which are critical for a fast evacuation,
as they mainly focus on finding the shortest/safest path for
each person, while other sub-optimal (yet safe) paths are
left unused throughout most of the evacuation process.
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Let us take one of the typical location-free emergency
navigation approaches, the road map based method [4],
[11], for instance. In this scheme, a distributed road map is
embedded across the sensor network as a common facility
for providing guidance information for internal inquirers.
Specifically, the road map is built by connecting the medial
axis1 of the network, with a tail route concatenating the exit
and the directions assigned for each road segment. To
explore the safe path, each user is first led to the road back-
bone, then moves along the preset directional roads, and
finally follows the directional tail route to evacuate from
hazardous areas. Fig. 1 illustrates the road map and naviga-
tion instances of Allen Premium Outlets in Texas. Though
the obtained navigation path for each user is safety guaran-
teed (in the sense that it is the most distant away from the
dangerous areas), the number of people is more likely to
exceed the safety capacity of the road map (especially the
tail route), thus leading to congestions or even stampedes,
as different users are guided through the same single-lane
road map (e.g., the road backbone in Fig. 1) with the fixed
direction. What is more, since users are required to first
access to the identical road backbone wherever they are at
the beginning, it would potentially result in large path
detours and thus large path stretch (defined as the ratio
between the length of the actual and optimal shortest paths).
For instance, in Fig. 1, when emergency occurs, the user Va

near the exit has to mechanically turn backward toward the
road backbone, involved in the crowd, and finally get to the
exit in a great circle. Both heavy congestions and large
detours inevitably give rise to a longer period of time for
users remaining in danger, which would amplify users’
panic and eventually decrease their chances of survival.

Our approach. To address the problems of above-men-
tioned heavy congestion and large detour, we present
CANS, a Congestion-Adaptive and small stretch emergency
Navigation algorithm with WSNs. We bring a novel level set

perspective and do not seek for a topological structure that
captures the global features of the network. Instead, we
focus on local topology, specifically the regions around the
hazardous areas. Our idea is based on the following obser-
vation: users far away from the emergency are often suffi-
ciently safe so that they can tolerate more congestions,
while users close to the dangerous areas are vulnerable to
congestions. On this basis, we propose to construct a com-
pound map of the network, including a so-called potential
map and a so-called hazard level map, for emergency navi-
gation. The potential map tracks the inverse evolution of
level sets towards the exit, and thus develops a sense of nav-
igation direction by which users can safely head for the exit
with few detours, while the hazard level map tracks the
evolution of level sets off the hazardous areas, and therefore
can naturally tell where the hazardous areas are, and fur-
ther assist users near the emergency to be branched into dif-
ferent paths to avoid heavy congestions. By doing so, users
can be guided to the exit in a realistic safety way: users
nearby the hazardous areas achieve a mild congestion at the
cost of a slight detour, while people far away from the dan-
ger avoid unnecessary detours.

To the best of our knowledge, CANS is the first WSN-
assisted emergency navigation algorithm achieving both
mild congestion and small stretch, where all operations are
in-situ carried out by cyber-physical interactions among
users and sensor nodes. It is distributed and scalable to the
size of the network without reliance on user/sensor’s loca-
tion information. It also considers the situation in the event
of emergency dynamics, and designs an updating scheme
that locally updates the hazard level map when the hazard-
ous areas vary in time.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we describe the problem specification. In Section 3
we expound upon the theoretical foundations, and in
Section 4we introduce CANS algorithm in detail, with further
discussions in Section 5. Sections 6 and 7 conducts small scale
experiments and extensive simulations, respectively, to evalu-
ate the performance of CANS. Section 8 briefly overviews the
relatedwork. Finally Section 9 concludes the paper.

2 PROBLEM FORMULATION

We represent the WSN as a connected (undirected) graph
G ¼ ðV;EÞ, where V ¼ fvig is the set of sensor nodes, and
E ¼ feij ¼ ðvi; vjÞg denotes the set of communication links
between neighboring nodes. The neighbor set of a node
v 2 V is denoted as ngbðvÞ, where ngbðvÞ ¼ fv0jðv; v0Þ 2 Eg.

We consider the scenario of navigating internal users in
the network under emergencies, where there might be sev-
eral hazardous areas, e.g., fire or poisonous gas, that
threaten the safety of the users. The hazardous areas might
emerge, disappear, expand, or shrink as the time passes,
but the emergency is assumed to vary in only one direction.
Users need to be guided out of the field as quickly as possi-
ble while keeping away from the hazardous areas.

Assumptions. We assume that each sensor in the WSN has
the ability to sense information about its immediate envi-
ronment, e.g., with temperature sensors or biochemical sen-
sors. We consider a simple sensor function s : V ! S, where
S ¼ f0; 1g, representing whether it resides “out” or “in” a

Fig. 1. Allen Premium Outlets in Texas. This network is homotopically
equivalent to those shown in Figs. 2a and 7a. The medial axis based
road map approach [4], [11]: all users are guided to the directional back-
bone of the road map, potentially resulting in heavy congestions and
large detours.

1. In a WSN, the medial axis [14], or the skeleton [15], is a connected
curve made up by a set of nodes with at least two closest neighbors on
the (inner/outer) boundaries of the network.
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hazardous area. We assume that users take along communi-
cating devices like smart phones or 802.15.4 compatible
PDAs that can communicate with the sensors. Meanwhile,
users are able to track surrounding sensors by measuring
the strength and direction of wireless signals [16]. In the
event of an emergency, the sensor network explores the
emergent field, and the users are guided to the preknown
safe exit bypassing the hazardous areas through cyber-
physical interactions with the sensors.

It is noted that, we assume that users are not sur-
rounded by hazards so that we can always find one escap-
ing path for emergency navigation. For cases in which
people are fully surrounded by hazards, they may have to
rely on the helicopter rescues or wait for rescuers to
remove the obstacles.

Objectives. The objective of an emergency navigation
algorithm is to plan for each user a path that is apart from
the hazardous areas with guaranteed safety while avoiding
excessive congestions and unnecessary detours. In particu-
lar, the following features of the navigation algorithm are
expected:

� Safety Guaranteed. The navigation should be apart
from the hazardous areas with guaranteed safety.
Note that “safety” in previous studies has different
definitions, but the bottom line is that any point on
the path should not be within the hazardous area.

� Congestion-Adaptive. People are expected to be
diverted onto different paths, and thus alleviating
congestions.

� Efficient and Scalable. The path stretch cannot be too
large; the building and updating of the paths are pre-
ferred to be local and lightweight.

� Distributed and Location-free. Centralized operations
and the location devices/algorithms are undesired
and not required.

Our proposed CANS algorithm fulfills above goals by
constructing a compound map from a level set perspective.
In the following, we first present the theoretical foundation
of how CANS constructs the compound map in a continu-
ous setting, and then describe how to adapt these ideas to a
discrete WSN for emergency navigation.

3 THEORETICAL FOUNDATION

3.1 Level Set Method

Consider a smooth, closed parametric curve gðp; 0Þ : ½0; 1� !
R2 in an Euclidean plane, and let gðp; tÞ the family of curves
generated by the movement of the initial curve gðp; 0Þ along
its normal directionN with a moving speed F , i.e.,

@

@t
gðp; tÞ ¼ FN ; (1)

where p parameterizes the given curve and t parameterizes
the family of curves.

In order to implement the above curve evolution, we can
take a Lagrangian approach by discretizing the curve into a
set of nodes and updating the node positions in time using
a numerical approximation to Eq. (1) [17]. The main draw-
back of this approach is the difficulty of dealing with topo-
logical changes as the moving front splits and merges.

To tackle above issue, the level set method, initially
developed by Osher and Sethian [18], represents the evolv-
ing curve as the zero level set (fðx; tÞ ¼ 0) of a smooth (at
least Lipschitz continuous) level set function fðx; tÞ, where

x 2 R2. Using Eq. (1) and taking the derivative of fðx; tÞ ¼ 0
with respect to time, we can obtain by the chain rule the
flow guiding the propagation of fðx; tÞ:

@

@t
fðx; tÞ ¼ Fjrfðx; tÞj; (2)

where jrfj denotes the gradient norm of f.
Above level set formulation actually establishes a connec-

tion between the family ofmoving curves gðp; tÞ and the fam-
ily of evolving surfaces fðx; tÞ, where the zero level sets of the
function fðx; tÞ always yield themoving front of the evolving
curve. Note that in numerical computations the time-depen-
dent level set formulation can be converted to a stationary
one so that it can work with a fixed mesh [19], which has
been proved to be accurate even for relatively large mesh
sizes [20]. In view of the discrete nature of WSNs, we adopt
the stationary level set method for our design.

There are several favorable features of the level set
method, for which it is an ideal choice for supporting emer-
gency navigation. First, it offers natural support on the esti-
mation of the local geometric properties of the evolving
curve, which can be used for tracking regions around the
hazardous areas where people have to be dispersed. Sec-
ond, every point on the evolving curve can reach the initial
curve by tracing the gradient of f, which provides a poten-
tial sense of direction for users to escape. Thirdly, it is able
to account for topological changes, indicating possible sim-
ple procedures to react the emergency dynamics.

Recall that our idea of emergency navigation algorithm is
to construct a topological structure, which on one hand
schedules a safe path for each user with less detours, and on
the other hand highlights the regions near the hazardous
areas to disperse users to different paths. Therefore, we pro-
pose two level set variations for our specifical purpose. Com-
bining both the variations brings about the compoundmap.

3.2 Level Set Variations for Emergency Navigation

To construct the level set variations, we have to define
appropriate level set functions. Although all level set func-
tions are equally good in theory, the signed distance func-
tion, as represented in the original paper, is preferred in
practice for its stability in numerical computations[21]:

fðx; t ¼ 0Þ ¼ � distðxÞ; (3)

where distðxÞ is the distance from x to gðp; 0Þ and the plus
(respectively, minus) sign is used if x is interior (respec-
tively, exterior) of gðp; 0Þ.

As the emergency is assumed to vary in only one direc-
tion, the signed distance function is no longer suitable for
the usage as the level set function for our purpose. To tackle
this problem, the notion of distance transform is introduced.

Distance transform. In computer vision community, dis-
tance transform [22] describes the shortest distance of any
given point inside an object to the boundaries of the object.
Specifically, let D denote an object, and @D the boundaries
of D. We refer to dEðx; yÞ as the distance between two points
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x and y. The distance transform of D is thus defined as

DT ðDÞ ¼ miny2@DdEðx; yÞ; x 2 D;
0; x =2 D:

�
(4)

For any point x 2 D, d@DðxÞ ¼ miny2@DdEðx; yÞ is referred
to as the distance of point x to the boundaries of D. On this
basis, we can redefine the distance transform as the level set
function for each level set variation.

Single point level set. The single point level set tracks the
(inverse) evolution of a single point, in particular, the exit of
the field. Specifically, we treat the exit as the initial curve
gðp; 0Þ, and utilize the distance of any point x to the exit r,
denoted by drðxÞ ¼ dEðx; rÞ, as the level set function. After a
certain time t when r has propagated the whole field, every
point x must belong to one level set whose elements all
have a distance value drðxÞ. As r propagates with time con-
tinuously, for any point x there is at least one neighboring
point y satisfying that drðyÞ < drðxÞ. Thus we have

Lemma 1. The function dr has no local minimum.

Lemma 1 indicates that there is at least one path from any
point to the exit by tracing a neighboring point with a
smaller dr value. This property is appealing in that it is still
valid in discrete WSNs, as will be discussed in Section 4.1,
which allows each user to escape by following a local mini-
mum free path to the exit.

Level set band. The level set band tracks the evolution of
the boundary of a hazardous area, i.e., we treat the bound-
ary of a hazardous area as the initial curve gðp; 0Þ. The fol-
lowing distance function is used as the level set function:

Definition 1. Let H and @H denote a hazardous area and its
boundary, then the distance of any point x exterior of H to @H
is d@HðxÞ ¼ miny2@HdEðx; yÞ.
Instead of tracing every level set, the proposed level set

band traces level sets in successive bands. To be more con-
crete, after the evolution of @H, any point xwith d@HðxÞ satis-
fying � < d@HðxÞ=d� � ð�þ 1Þ forms a band consisting of
levels from level-�d� to level-ð�þ 1Þd�, where d� > 0 is a
width parameter and � 2 Nþ is the band ordinal. Having �
and d�, a series of bands around the hazardous area can be
established. In a discrete setting, such bands can be used to
reflect how close users to the dangerous area, aswell as to dis-
perse users into different bands to achievemild congestions.

4 CANS ALGORITHM

In this section, we describe the implementation of our pro-
posed CANS algorithm in a discrete setting. Notice that the
level set method cannot be applied directly in discrete
WSNs, as sensors are randomly deployed in the field and
often have no location or distance information. With mere
connectivity information, it is infeasible for each node to cal-
culate its gradient of the distance transform function, and
discrete form of the distance transform function also needs
careful design. Therefore, we leverage the hop count dis-
tance in discrete WSNs to approximate the distance in the
continuous setting.

We first present the outline of CANS algorithm, followed
by the details of each step:

1) Establishing the potential map. To provide a local
ordering that helps to guide users safely to the exit
with less detours. To this end, a hop count based
potential field is initiated by the exit, such that
every node in the network is assigned a potential
value and nodes with the same potential value
form a level set (see Fig. 2b). On this basis, every
user has a sense of direction to the exit by following
the gradient of the potential function from high to
low values.

2) Building the hazard level map. To facilitate users
around the hazardous areas to find different paths
so as to avoid heavy congestions. This is done by
enforcing nodes around the emergency to form a
number of bands with different hazard level
weights, based on which users can be dispersed to
go across paths in different bands (see Fig. 2c).

3) Planning a safe path for each user. To schedule for each
user a safe path to the exit with mild congestion and
small stretch (see Fig. 2d), on the basis of the con-
structed compound map (i.e., the combination of the
potential map and the hazard level map).

The whole process, as an example, is shown in Fig. 2.

4.1 Establishing the Potential Map

The first step of CANS is to establish the potential map, as
shown in Fig. 2b, to track the inverse evolution of level sets
towards the exit. With mere connectivity information in a
discrete network, we propose to establish a hop count based
potential function f : V ! D for the exit r, where D is an

Fig. 2. The pipeline of CANS. (a) A sensor network with 2610 nodes, avg deg 13.9; with one exit (the green triangle) and one hazardous area (colored in
red). (b) The potential map initiated by the flooding from the exit; level sets are distinguished in colors. (c) The hazard level map with k ¼ 2; k ¼ 2; band
of INTERIM, 1�SAFE and 2�SAFE is colored in pink, yellow, and blue, respectively. (d) Possible navigation paths for six internal users (the purple squares).
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integer set of the hop count distance from each node to the
exit. Specifically, the exit r initiates a flooding across the
whole network (here we regard the hazardous areas as
obstacles and thus nodes in hazardous areas are not
involved in the flooding; hereafter nodes are only referred
to those outside the hazardous areas). After receiving the
flooded message from r, every node knows its hop count
distance d to r, and then records a hop count distance pair
hd; ri. Therefore, for any node vi with the hop count dis-
tance d, we have fðviÞ ¼ d. Accordingly, the level set of the

potential function is given by f�1ðdÞ ¼ feij ¼ ðvi; vjÞ 2
EjfðviÞ ¼ fðvjÞ ¼ dg. All the level sets f�1ð�Þ constitute the
potential map of the network.

One salient property of the established potential map is
that, as shown in Lemma 1, there is no local minima (whose
potential value is less than that of its neighbors) in the net-
work, in that every node must have at least one neighbor
with a smaller potential value (e.g. the predecessor from
which the node receives the flooded message from the exit).
Therefore, we have:

Lemma 2. Any node is on some strictly monotonically decreasing
path (with respect to the potential function) connecting to
the exit.

Given the potential map, the simplest way for a user v to
progress to the exit r is by following the gradient of the
potential function f from high to low values, which is
sketched by pseudo-codes in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. PLAIN NAVIGATION

Input Exit r; Current node v 6¼ r
OutputNext hop u
1: for each v0 2 ngbðvÞ do
2: if fðv0Þ < fðvÞ then
3: u v0; break
4: return u

Recall that the potential map is local-minima-free, we
thus have:

Theorem 3. The plain navigation path from any node to the exit
is guaranteed by following its downstream (with respect to the
potential function) nodes.

Whereas the potential map locally provides a sense of
direction for users to the exit in a consistent way, it is of
much randomness and blindness in the sense that users
might be guided, without location information, to regions
quite close to the hazardous areas. To tackle this issue, the
hazard level map is thereby put forward.

4.2 Building the Hazard Level Map

The hazard level map (Fig. 2c shows an example) tracks the
evolution of level sets off the hazardous areas, and therefore
can naturally tell where the hazardous areas are. Motivated
by information-guided routing schemes in WSNs [23], [24],
[25], which use gradient descent by exploiting the natural
continuity of the signal field, we propose to build the haz-
ard level map by enforcing nodes around the emergency to
form different bands with different hazard level weights.
Based on the hazard level map, users are dispersed to go

across paths in different bands, so that it is not so crowd as
in a single-lane road map.

Building a hazard level map begins when the sensors
detect an emergency event, and it is initiated by the emer-
gency boundary nodes defined as [26], [27]:

Definition 2. An emergency boundary node is a node
v 2 V such that there exists a neighbor v0 2 ngbðvÞ, where
sðvÞ 6¼ sðv0Þ.

When an emergency occurs, a trivial way to build the
hazard level map is to let the emergency boundary nodes
simply initiate outward flooding to form bands with dif-
ferent hop count distances. Normally, bands with larger
hop counts are safer than those with smaller hop counts,
and therefore users are more likely to be guided to pass
through those safer bands. However, from the perspective
of passing around an emergency as fast as possible, fol-
lowing the bands with smaller hop counts is preferred for
potentially shorter path lengths. So there is a trade-off
between safety and path stretch. What is more, as bound-
ary nodes may change in time due to emergency dynam-
ics, the emergency can spread readily to bands with small
hop counts, e.g. the 1-hop band, yielding such bands
unsafe any longer. To tackle these issues, we propose to
only keep track of the bands with “sufficient safety”,
which is formulated in terms of the hazard level:

Definition 3. Let ngbkðvÞ denote the set of nodes at most k
hops from v, and SkðvÞ denote the set of sensed values within
the k-hop neighborhood of v (including v itself), then the
hazard level, hðvÞ, of node v is defined as:
� HAZARD: 0 =2 SkðvÞ, i.e., v and all of its k-hop neighbors

have a sensed value 1.
� SAFE: 1 =2 SkðvÞ, i.e., v and all of its k-hop neighbors

have a sensed value 0.
� INTERIM: 0 2 SkðvÞ and 1 2 SkðvÞ, i.e., v is neither

HAZARD nor SAFE.

By introducing the hazard level, we can see that a
HAZARD node cannot be adjacent to a SAFE node: there is an
INTERIM band separating the HAZARD nodes from the SAFE

nodes. By properly choosing the value of k for different sce-
narios (e.g., a larger value of k for rapidly spread poisonous
gas), we can only consider those steady-state SAFE nodes
during a period of time, while neglect those highly dynamic
sensors with “salt-and-pepper” type of the sensed values.
By doing so, it is more robust to emergency dynamics, and
is especially beneficial to the local updating of the naviga-
tion paths when reacting to emergency dynamics, as will be
discussed in Section 5.1.

Based on the hazard level, we can build the SAFE bands
with different weights. Specifically.

Definition 4. A 1-Safe node has an INTERIM k-hop neighbor. A
k-Safe node has an INTERIM node in its kk-hop neighborhood
but not in its ðk� 1Þk-hop neighborhood; k is called the
hazard level weight of the node. All k-SAFE nodes constitute
the k-Safe band.

By checking its k-hop neighborhood using a similar
way like the expanding ring algorithm [28], every SAFE
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node can locally identify its weight and to which SAFE

band it belongs. Thus, during the navigation, if users are
close to the emergency, i.e. they encounter the SAFE bands,
they will be branched to bands with different weights,
reaching safe paths with few congestions (detailed in
Section 4.3).

However, there exist some special cases, when there is
only the INTERIM band, or the user flow exceeds the capaci-
ties of the SAFE bands. Under these circumstances, to ensure
choosing safer INTERIM nodes, we define the criticality to
reflect the hazard level among INTERIM nodes.

Definition 5. Let Nk0ðvÞ denote the number of nodes in ngbkðvÞ
whose sðvÞ ¼ 0, and Nk1ðvÞ denote the number of nodes in
ngbkðvÞ whose sðvÞ ¼ 1. Then the criticality of an INTERIM

node v, CkðvÞ, is defined as

CkðvÞ ¼ Nk1ðvÞ
Nk1ðvÞ þNk0ðvÞ ¼

Nk1ðvÞ
jngbkðvÞj : (5)

Combining the SAFE bands and the INTERIM nodes with
different criticality gives rise to the hazard level map of the
network, as shown in Fig. 2c, that facilitates the discovery of
multiple navigation paths as we will discuss in the next
section.

4.3 Planning a Safe Path for Each User

Given the constructed compound map (i.e., the combination
of the potential map and the hazard level map), each node
in the network has the knowledge of its hop count distance
to the exit; each SAFE node knows its hazard level; each
INTERIM node is aware of its criticality. On this basis, we
design a navigation scheme to schedule a safe path, along
which a user can reach the exit apart from the hazardous
areas while avoiding heavy congestions.

Denote the user as v0. As we assume that any user is
equipped with communicating devices to interact with the
sensors in the network, the navigation path can be inter-
preted as a sequence of sensor nodes P ¼ fv1; v2; . . . ; vng.
Then we have the following definitions:

Definition 6. A path P ¼ fv1; v2; . . . ; vng is a safe path if 8
vi 2 P is not HAZARD.

The obtained plain navigation path by Algorithm 1 is
obviously a safe path, as the potential function is built on
the non-obstacle nodes (i.e., nodes that are not HAZARD).
However, as aforementioned, the plain navigation has no
awareness of where the hazardous areas are, and it is more
like to guide users too close to the hazardous areas. In addi-
tion, it also neglects the congestion problem.

Taking the congestion into consideration, our idea of
navigation is as followed. For users far away from the emer-
gency who are relatively safe and can tolerate more conges-
tions, they will be guided by the plain navigation as in
Algorithm 1 to achieve small stretch. For users close to the
hazardous areas who are vulnerable to congestions, they
are dispersed into different bands to avoid heavy conges-
tions. Concretely, the navigation begins with the user, then
Algorithm 2 is sequentially invoked to guide the user apart
from the hazardous areas. The following theorem guaran-
tees the safety of the scheduled paths:

Algorithm 2. CONGESTION-ADAPTIVE NAVIGATION

Input Exit r; Current node v 6¼ r
OutputNext hop u
1: if v is a switching node then
2: k0  UniformRandVar randv(1, k)
3: v follows the downstream (with respect to the hazard

level weight) until u0 whose weight is k0; u u0

4: else if v is INTERIM then
5: if 9 v0 2 ngbðvÞ is SAFE then
6: u v0;
7: else if 9 v0 2 ngbðvÞwith Ckðv0Þ < CkðvÞ then
8: u v0;
9: else if v is SAFE then
10: if 9 v0 2 ngbðvÞwith v0:weight ¼ v:weight and

fðv0Þ < fðvÞ then
11: u v0;
12: else if 9 v0 2 ngbðvÞwith v0:weight > v:weight and

fðv0Þ < fðvÞ then
13: u v0;
14: else if 9 v0 2 ngbðvÞ neither SAFE nor INTERIM and

fðv0Þ < fðvÞ then
15: u v0;
16: else
17: for each v0 2 ngbðvÞ do
18: if fðv0Þ < fðvÞ then
19: u v0; break
20: return u

Theorem 4. All possible navigation paths on the compound map
scheduled by CANS are safe paths.

Proof. Algorithm 2 deals with the following situations
according to the spatial location of the user (see Fig. 3).

Situation 1: The user is entering the SAFE bands, i.e.,
current node is SAFE while its previous hop is not (we
refer to the current node in this case as a switching
node, see the brown spots in Fig. 3 for instance). In
this situation, the user will randomly choose one SAFE

band to follow. To be more concrete, the user first
randomly chooses an integer k0 2 ½1; k� and follows the
downstream (with respect to the hazard level weight)
until encounters a node whose weight is k0. Then Situ-
ation 3 comes.

Situation 2: The user is in the INTERIM bands. In this
situation, the user first checks if there is a SAFE node with

Fig. 3. Illustration of different situations in Algorithm 2.
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a smaller potential value in its neighborhood. If so, the
user will turn to the SAFE node, and there follows Situa-
tion 3. Otherwise, the user will choose a neighbor with a
smaller criticality as its next hop.

Situation 3: The user is in the SAFE bands. This situa-
tion happens when the user is originally in the SAFE

bands or after the guidance in Situations 1 or 2. In this
case, the user will try to follow the corresponding SAFE

band towards the exit until get out of the SAFE bands.
Particularly, the user first chooses a neighbor within the
same SAFE band with a potential value no greater than
its own. If not, the neighbor with a larger SAFE weight
and a smaller potential value is to be chosen. If still
unavailable, the neighbor neither in the SAFE bands nor
in the INTERIM band with a smaller potential value is
the choice.

Situation 4: The user is far from the hazardous areas,
i.e., none of the neighbors with a smaller potential value
of current node is SAFE. Thus the user is neither in the
SAFE bands nor in the INTERIM band. Then the plain navi-
gation as in Algorithm 1 is performed to guide the user
to the exit.

Situation 5: Exceptions for above situations. In Algo-
rithm 2, we rule out specific techniques to deal with
some special cases. For example, in Situation 2 there may
be the case when the INTERIM node has neither a SAFE

neighbor nor a neighbor with a smaller criticality. We
also set aside scenarios with complicated topologies such
as a narrow strip network or a dumbbell-shaped net-
work. In these cases, we simply evoke the plain naviga-
tion to find the next hop.

Based on above five situations, we can see that
any user will find a next hop to the exit by evoking
Algorithm 2. As every next hop is within the compound
map and thus is not HAZARD, Theorem 4 is valid. tu

5 DISCUSSIONS

5.1 Reacting to Emergency Dynamics

In reality, hazardous areas may vary in time, e.g. they
may emerge, expand, shrink or disappear. The impacts
of such dynamics on the compound map and further on
our navigation algorithm mainly reflect in two aspects.
Firstly, Lemma 2 may no longer hold, as there may be
some local minima in the potential map that hinders the
user to progress to the exit. Secondly, the hazard level
map may need to be reconstructed, as the hazard levels
of the nodes may change due to the dynamics. We now
discuss in the following how to compensate for each of
the impacts.

5.1.1 Dealing with the Local Minima

The construction of the potential map in a static network,
according to Lemma 2, guarantees that every non-exit node
in the network has a neighbor whose potential value is
smaller than its own, such that the plain navigation
(Algorithm 1) proceeds smoothly.

However, several nodes are likely to become local min-
ima when their neighbors with smaller potential values
are not valid (e.g., dead) due to the emergency dynamics.
In this case, if a node v find itself a local minima, it adjusts

its potential value according to the discrete Laplace’s
equation [29]:

fðvÞ ¼ 1

jngbðvÞj
X

v02ngbðvÞ
fðv0Þ; (6)

which is actually the average of the potential values of its
neighbors, and thus is guaranteed to be free of local minima.
As such, the node v can avoid becoming a local minima and
its next hop can be found.

It is noted that the local minima may theoretically fall
into a plateau region [25], [30], where all its neighbors have
the same potential value. If this situation happens, local dis-
covery by searching the local neighborhood through either
a randomwalk or a local flooding can be performed to reach
a nearby non-stationary node, so that the navigation can
proceed without being suspended.

5.1.2 Rebuilding the Hazard Level Map

Due to emergency dynamics, the hazard level map may no
longer valid, and thus the reconstruction of the hazard level
map has to be considered. A trivial but highly time/mes-
sage costly and inefficient method is to entirely reconstruct
the new hazard level map whenever the emergency varies.
Instead, the emergency dynamics only induce a local impact
on our established hazard level map, as will be proven
below, and thus only a local operation on the reconstruction
of the hazard level map is required.

Theorem 5. The emergency dynamics affect the hazard level map
reconstruction locally.

Proof. Recall that the process of building the hazard level
map in Section 4.2 mainly includes three aspects: identi-
fying node’s hazard level, constructing the SAFE bands,
and recognizing INTERIM node’s criticality, each aspect of
which is conducted by the corresponding node within its
k-hop, k-hop, and 1-hop neighborhood, respectively.
Accordingly, a local status updating scheme is straight-
forward: when the hazard area varies, each node only
needs to check its local neighborhood to update its status,
and thus the hazard level map can be locally renewed in
accordance with the emergency dynamics. That is,
Theorem 5 holds. tu
Note that the presented status updating scheme can also

be utilized for local failure recovery in the presence of tem-
porary or permanent node/link failures.

5.1.3 Reacting Speed and Relevant Overhead

As discussed before, CANS only needs local information
(i.e., each node requires only information from its local
neighbors) to react to the emergency dynamics. Therefore,
the reacting speed to emergency dynamics and the resulting
communication overhead largely depend on the updating
frequency of CANS: more frequent updating obviously
results faster reacting speed but higher communication
overhead. In addition, the updating frequency is closely
related to the emergencies of different spreading speeds.
For example, compared to a fire hazard, a chemical gas leak-
age incident often requires a faster reacting speed. Thus, it is
essential to take into consideration such aforementioned
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factors, so that an appropriate updating frequency can be
obtained for the implementation of the algorithm in reality.

5.2 Trade-off Among Path Safety, Congestion,
and Stretch

Emergency navigation design with WSNs requires a proper
tradeoff among three conflicting factors: path safety, conges-
tion and stretch. Early proposals typically consider the level
of danger based on the distance of the node to hazardous
areas: the farther, the safer. Accordingly, the media axis
based methods such as [4], [8], [11], [13] are proposed to
obtain navigation path that maximizes the minimum dis-
tance of all possible paths to the hazardous areas. Whereas
selecting the path farthest from the hazard area assures path
safety to the greatest extent, it is more likely to result in path
congestions and unnecessary detours, as all users are
guided to the specific path no matter where the users are.

In contrast, CANS provides multiple navigation paths for
users to escape, so that the tradeoff among path safety, con-
gestion and stretch can be achieved. To be more concrete, in
CANS we regard the areas outside the SAFE bands are suffi-
ciently safe, such that users therein can tolerate the conges-
tions as they are far away from the hazardous areas. For
users within the SAFE bands, they are required to be
branched into SAFE bands with different weights to avoid
heavy congestions. Particularly, for users within the INTERIM

band without the chance turning to the SAFE bands, they
will locally follow the direction of a lower criticality. With
such design, users outside the SAFE bands reduce needless
detours, while users within the SAFE bands avoid heavy con-
gestions. Meanwhile, the safety remains guaranteed as
proved in Section 4.3. It is worth noting that, another neat
part of this design is that, the width and the number of the
SAFE bands can be adapt to different applications by tuning
the values of parameters k and k, so that the path safety can
be enhanced and guaranteed in various scenarios.

5.3 Complexity and Storage Cost

Message complexity, time complexity and storage cost are
of great importance for a distributed algorithm relying on
mere connectivity information. The message complexity is
the traffic cost an algorithm incurs, the time complexity is
determined by the number of iterations during the running
time of an algorithm, and the storage cost is measured by
the number of nodes (their coordinates or IDs) stored. All
three factors significantly affect the scalability of a distrib-
uted algorithm. For the complexity of CANS we have:

Theorem 6. Both the message complexity and the time complex-
ity of the compound map construction of CANS are OðNÞ,
where N is the network size.

Proof. The compound map construction of CANS mainly
contains two steps: establishing the potential map and
building the hazard level map. During the first step, a
network-wide flooding to construct the potential map
incurs an OðNÞ message complexity and a best/worst

case time complexity of Oð1Þ/Oð ffiffiffiffiffi
N
p Þ [15], [31]. For the

second step, this process usually has a message com-

plexity of Oð ffiffiffiffiffi
N
p Þ due to the local flooding and a time

complexity of Oð1Þ as is performed in a distributed

fashion. In total, the compound map construction of
CANS has a linear message and time complexity of the
network size. tu
Theorem 6 implies that while flooding is frequently used

to collect necessary information in each step of CANS, the
message and time complexities will not increase too much
as the flooding is in most cases limited in a local area. For
instance, in the step of building the hazard level map, the
flooding is only executed within the k-hop neighborhood of
each node, containing much fewer nodes compared with
the whole network.

For the storage cost, as each node only needs to record
the number of its neighbors and the exit, we have:

Theorem 7. In CANS, the storage cost of each node is

OðjngbðvÞjÞ, where jngbðvÞj is the average node degree.

As the storage cost is dominated by the number of its
neighbors, according to Theorem 7, the storage cost of each
node is thus close to a constant and scales well with the net-
work size.

6 PROTOTYPE EXPERIMENT

We implement a prototype testbed using TI CC2530 chips;
the sensor operating system is Tiny OS. Fig. 4 shows the
architecture of the testbed. The configuration manage-
ment takes charge of sensor’s information, e.g., sensor ID,
sensor status, exit information, etc. The Compound Map
Maintenance provides updating information of node’s
potential and hazard level for maintaining the compound
map; it also generates guidance information for query
users. The communication module receives queries from
internal users and sends the computed next hop informa-
tion back to them.

Our testbed consists of 36 sensor nodes deployed into
6� 6 grids with 10 meter space between a pair of nodes in
the campus, the same deployment as that in [4], [11], (see
Fig. 5a for a miniature prototype in the laboratory). In our
experiments, we mainly focus on node’s congestion (i.e., the
number of paths the node involved in) and the generated
path length. During the experiments, the top-right corner
sensor (coordinate (6, 6)) is set as the safe exit, and we ran-
domly choose 10 initial positions of the users, and 10 tests
are performed for each position. Besides, we set k ¼ k ¼ 1,
and set aside the INTERIM band due to the small scale nature.

Fig. 4. Architecture of the experiment testbed.
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Fig. 6a depicts the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of node’s congestion, when there is only one hazard
(coordinate (4, 3)), as showcased in Fig. 5b. We can see that
the majority of nodes (over 80 percent) are involved in less
than 40 paths, and there are only a small number of nodes
over crowed, say involved in more than 60, which are nodes
near the exit. We will see in the large scale simulations, the
alleviation of node’s congestion is even more significant.
Fig. 6b compares the average length of the generated path
with the shortest safe path (the ground truth). It can be seen
that, the ratio of the two path lengths (i.e., the path stretch)
decreases from around 1.7 to 1.2 as the number of hazards
increases. Due to the limitation of the experiment scale, it is
not that obvious of the advantage of our algorithm in terms
of path stretch. However, when the size of the network
increases, the superiority would be particularly evident, as
will be shown in the next section.

7 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The prototype experiments testify the effectiveness of our
algorithm for small scale networks. In this section, we eval-
uate the feasibility and scalability of our approach through
a series of simulations in large scale networks, and compare
the proposed CANS algorithm with the existing algo-
rithms [4], [8], [11].

7.1 Simulation Setup

In our simulation settings, nodes are uniformly yet ran-
domly distributed within the sensing field, and have the
same communication range R. The communication model
used by default is the Unit Disk Graph model (UDG) [32],
i.e. two nodes are connected iff their separation is no greater
than R. The default parameters for hazard level map con-
struction are k ¼ k ¼ 2. For each trial of the network we ran-
domly generate 10 internal users in the field, and then run
our algorithm 100 times to report the aggregate statistics.

We also compare the performance of our algorithm with
the skeleton graph based protocol (SG for short) [8], as well
as the road map based method (RM for short) [4], [11]. To
obtain a better performance, we follow the simulation set-
tings used in their original papers: for SG approach, the
adaptive SG version is utilized, for its superiority to the uni-
form one as discussed in [8]; for both SG and RM schemes,
we enlarge nodes’ communication range so that the average
node degree of the network is around 28. It is noted that our

algorithm requires no location/distance information and is
less dependent on a high network density; an average node
degree above around 9 would meet the general require-
ment, as will be shown below.

7.2 Simulation Results

We examine the performance of our algorithm as well as SG
and RM in three networks, with the average node degree
between 9.9 and 12.9 and the number of hazardous areas
from 1 to 3, as shown in Figs. 7a, 7e, and 7i. We observe
from the simulations that despite the variation in scale and
complexity, our algorithm guarantees to generate a safe
path for every internal user. Figs. 7b, 7f, and 7j show the
constructed hazard level map for each network, as well as
the possible navigation paths by CANS for selected internal
users in the network. We also notice that SG and RM are
able to assure a safe path for each user as well, so we further
focus on two factors for navigation performance evaluation:
congestion distribution and path stretch.

Congestion distribution. We measure a node’s congestion
by the number of scheduled paths the node involved in,
where the scheduled paths refer to the paths generated by a
specific navigation algorithm (i.e., CANS, SG or RM in our
simulations). The results of CANS and RM are illustrated in
the last two rows in Fig. 7, and only those nodes with a con-
gestion more than 200 are darkened. SG has a similar results
to RM so here it is not shown due to space limits. Obviously,
CANS has a better performance with respect to congestion
distribution, and there are far less over involved nodes. In
comparisons, most parts of the road backbones of RM and
SG are over congested, especially the parts near the exit.
The reason is explicit: all scheduled paths are on the road
backbone, yielding the path endings near the exit exces-
sively crowded, where the backbone colored in black indi-
cates a congestion more than 800.

We also simulate the CDF of the congestions of the nodes
by randomly selecting 1,000 paths from all the 3,000 paths
(10 users for 100 times tests in each network) generated in
the three tested networks, which is shown in Fig. 8a. It is
observed that, nodes in CANS are involved in less than 400
paths, and the CDF rapidly increases to 1, which means
CANS generates no overcrowded nodes and the nodes are
involved in relatively fewer paths than SG and RM. In con-
trast, though most nodes have a congestion less than 200,
about 10 percent of the nodes are extremely over involved
in more than 600 paths. These small parts of the nodes are
on the road backbone, and they have to burden almost all
the users. Meanwhile, it is quite a threaten, from a practical

Fig. 5. Experiment setup. (a) The miniature prototype deployment. (b) A
showcase of the navigation.

Fig. 6. (a) Congestion distribution. (b) Path length versus number of
hazards.
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perspective, that paths composed of nodes with such heavy
congestions may not be that safe any more.

Path stretch. Fig. 8b shows the average/maximum stretch
results of CANS, SG and RM methods for each network. It
can be seen that CANS has an average stretch very close to
1 in all cases, the lowest among the three schemes. This
means CANS has the highest navigation path planning effi-
ciency, as the stretch is an indicator of navigation overhead.
For example, an average stretch factor of 1.68 in RM indi-
cates its overhead of 68 percent on the basis of the shortest

path. Therefore, CANS reduces navigation overhead by
24 and 46 percent, in comparison with SG and RM, respec-
tively. This is not much surprising as both SG and RM
require that users start off on the road backbone first wher-
ever they are, while CANS only needs those users near the
hazardous areas to pay for slight detours, so that they can
avoid heavy congestions. In terms of the worst-case stretch,
the difference of the performance is even greater. Apart
from invariably guiding users to the road backbone at first,
the direction assigned on the backbone further aggravates
the performance of RM: a user led to the backbone may
have to go in an opposite direction with a large detour even
there is a short path directly to the exit. We also notice that,
the stretch of SG/RM, contradictive to the intuition,
decreases as the number of emergency increases. That is
because the network will be divided into more smaller
regions by more hazardous areas, and thus the road back-
bone, restricted to smaller regions, gets closer to the users.

7.3 Reacting to Emergency Dynamics

To test the robustness of CANS under environment dynam-
ics, we expand the hazardous areas in Fig. 7f with different

Fig. 7. Rows: (1) A star-shaped network with 5,303 nodes; avg deg is 12.9. (2) A wedge-shaped network with 4,766 nodes; avg deg is 11.2. (3) A
smiley-shaped network with 3,909 nodes; avg deg is 9.9. Columns from left to right: (1) The original network, with one exit (the green triangle) and
one or more hazardous areas (colored in red). (2) Possible navigation paths by CANS for selected internal users. (3) Congestion distribution of
CANS. (4) Congestion distribution of RM approach [4], [11]. Darker colors indicate heavier congestions. Band of INTERIM, 1�SAFE and 2�SAFE is
colored in pink, yellow, and blue, respectively.

Fig. 8. (a) Congestion distribution. (b) Average/maximum path stretch.
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hazard spread speed. We choose the same four users at first,
and the dangerous areas expands as the users escape in the
guidance of CANS. Figs. 9a and 9b showhowCANS can react
to emergency dynamics with a slow and fast spread speed,
respectively. It can be seen that both cases the four users can
be scheduled a safe path apart from the dangers. When two
hazardous areas emerge into one, as shown in Fig. 9b, the
two users on the right are able to adjust their ways in time to
get around the dangerous area. Obviously this requires a
local and fast responds to the environment changes, which
can be done by CANS aswe discussed in Section 5.1.

7.4 Adaption to Multiple Exits

In previous evaluations, the number of exit is set to 1.
However, our algorithm can be adapted to multi-exit situa-
tions with moderate efforts: as every node records the hop
count distance pair hd; ri to every exit r, during the naviga-
tion users can simply choose the nearest exit as its destina-
tion, and then conduct the navigation process for
evacuation. Note that though such a treatment may not be
the most effective solution, it is efficient in respect to its sim-
plicity. Figs. 10a and 10b demonstrate the navigation paths
in multi-exit situations in the wedge-shaped network as in
Fig. 7e. We can observe that by dealing with multiple exits
in such a straightforward way, CANS can be well adapted
to more than one exit, while still preserving mild congestion
and small stretch.

7.5 Effect of Communication Models

Though we use the UDGmodel in our simulations, our algo-
rithm needs mere connectivity information and assumes a
practically constant maximum transmission range. Thus a
uniform communication range is not required, as in a num-
ber of connectivity based algorithms inWSNs, e.g., [33], [34],
[35]. To testify this, we also examine the performance of our
algorithm by using the Quasi-Unit Disk Graph (QUDG)
model [36], and obtain similar results as in UDG. Here we
skip the illustrations due to space limitations.

8 RELATED WORK

8.1 Path Planning and Navigation of Robots

In the fields of robotics, navigation is regarded as one of the
most important and fundamental issue, and it is closely
related to robot’s path planning [37], [38]. Traditional robot
navigation relies on on-board sensors of the robots to sense

the environment, and often requires the location or geomet-
ric information to minimize the navigation path length
while avoiding obstacles, e.g., the moving obstacles planner
(MOP) [39] and the rapidly-exploring random trees
(RRT) [40], [41]. One major concern is that these methods
need a central controller to collect information from the
entire network, and further conduct intensive computa-
tions, e.g., to calculate the shortest path.

To avoid building a centralized and global representation
of the environment, distributed navigation approaches of
robots are considered in the context of sensor networks [42],
[43]. Whereas these methods bring about better scalability
and efficiency, they cannot directly applied to WSN-assist
emergency navigation as these approaches only design one
path for one specified robot, which will result in a heavy
congestion path in WSN scenarios.

Another thread of research, which is more related to our
work, studies multi-robot navigation problems. This kind of
problems often requires that each robot follow different
paths to cover or sense the whole workspace as in search-
and-rescue problems [44]. It is usually formulated as finding
navigation paths under homotopy class constraints [45],
[46]. Unfortunately, existing attempts at classifying naviga-
tion paths of different homotopy classes require centralized
operations and computation, yielding them infeasible for
distributed sensor networks as discussed in this paper.

8.2 Emergency Navigation with WSNs

Emergency navigation is one of the most important reactive
tasks in WSNs that serve as adaptive distributed reposito-
ries of information [3], [10]. Li et al. [6] proposed the first
distributed algorithm for guiding navigation across a WSN.
To seek a solution naturally following the discrete nature of
WSNs, they established an artificial potential field by flooding
from dangerous nodes, so that the exit generates an attrac-
tive potential while each dangerous node generates a repul-
sive potential, so as to obtain a navigation path with the
least total potential value. The main drawback of this
method is its exhaustive network-wide flooding.

In order to lower the communication cost, Buragohain
et al. [8] proposed to abstract the network by establishing a
skeleton graph, over which approximate optimal safe paths
can be found. Tseng et al. [9] proposed to adopt the idea of
the partial link reversal by adding the weight of safety in path
selection to guide users farther away from hazardous
regions. Note these two methods assume the availability of
location information.

Fig. 9. Reacting to emergency dynamics: (a) Slow spread. (b) Fast
spread.

Fig. 10. Adaption to situations of (a) two exits and (b) three exits.
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Recently, Li et al. [4], [11] proposed a distributed road
map based navigation algorithm, providing users safety
guaranteed navigation without any preknowledge of user
and sensor locations. Followups also release the location
assumption. Xiao et al. [12] presented a reliable navigation
algorithm that can handle the unreliability in wireless com-
munications. Zhan et al. [13] designed a safe, ordered, and
speedy emergency navigation algorithm in WSNs to mini-
mize users’ evacuation time.

However, the related works above only consider how to
find a shortest/safest path for each person while ignore the
number of people on the path and the path’s stretch. In
some emergency, excessive people running in a narrow
path may cause heavy congestion (or even stampede) and
large stretch.

8.3 Homotopic Routing and Information-Guided
Routing

To exploit the existence of multiple navigation paths in a
WSN, our work is inspired by previous works in homotopic
routing [47], [48], [49] and information-guided routing [23],
[24], [25].

Homotopic routing aims to find routing paths of a spe-
cific homotopy type, to improve load balancing and routing
resilience. Current methods to distinguish paths of different
homotopy types fall into two categories. One is based on
the demarcation of cut edges of the obstacles [47], and the
other is based on conformal mapping that embeds the original
network into a virtual coordinate space [48], [49]. Both
methods are designed for static networks and their perform-
ances are more likely to deteriorate in highly dynamic emer-
gency settings.

Information-guided routing has been explored as a scal-
able approach for scenarios with high query frequency [23].
It is based on the fact that the spatial distribution of many
physical quantities follows a natural diffusion law, and
therefore the natural gradients of physical phenomena are
utilized to guide the routing process. One major concern of
the gradients imposed by natural laws is that the signal field
may have multiple peaks and valleys, forcing the routing to
deteriorate to a random walk [24], [26].

Apart from the intrinsic distinction between routing and
our in-situ interaction based navigation, our approach is
designed with substantial differences to above two groups
of routing algorithms by devising new structures. The
potential map and the hazard level map maintain the high-
level topological features of the network and provide a
local-minima-free structure to guarantee users to find safe
and efficient escape paths with mild congestion and small
stretch. What is more, our approach is able to cope with the
dynamics of the hazardous areas.

9 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented CANS, a novel distrib-
uted algorithm towards congestion-adaptive and small
stretch emergency navigation with WSNs. CANS does
not require in advance knowledge of location or distance
information, nor the reliance on any particular communi-
cation model. It is also scalable since the time and
message complexities of our algorithm are linear to the

network size. Both small scale experiments and extensive
simulations demonstrate the efficiency and effectiveness
of the proposed algorithm.
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